
Keeps its promises
AREAS OF APPLICATION

WEB BOND TA 101 temporary textile adhesive is the ideal addition to 

every handicraft and sewing kit. Its exceptional formula not only bonds 

several layers of material thus eliminating the need for pinning, but it is 

also extremely well suited for applying appliqués. Thanks to its meshed 

coverage, WEB BOND TA 101 can be applied in a targeted way, making 

it possible to prevent soiling. WEB BOND TA 101 also makes it easier to 

attach a fleece when quilting and can also be applied many times to 

paper and cardboard and then easily removed again. WEB BOND TA 101 

contains no acids or long-lived greenhouse gases.

Item number Designation Packaging Colour Fill quantity Hazard label

SP10-0000 WEB BOND TA 101 Spray can transparent 300 ml             highly inflammable

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WEB BOND TA 101  temporary textile adhesive is the ideal aid for quilt-

ing, patchwork, embroidery, sewing, and applying appliqués. It can also 

be used for paper crafts and other handicrafts.

Usage instructions
Please shake before using. Apply to one side only, preferably to the part 

being attached. Spray evenly from a distance of 25 – 30 cm. Use the 

cleaner to remove glue residues.

  Meshed covering
  Targeted application
  Less soiling 
  Transparent 
  Odourless

  Stain-free
  Convenient
  Can be used indoors
  Contains no CFCs
  Contains no acids

PRODUCT FEATURES
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Cleanliness out of the can
AREAS OF APPLICATION

GOO AWAY ™ is the perfect cleaning agent for embroidery needles and 

hoops or quilt-frames. Furthermore, it can be used on wood, plastic, 

metal or even glass to remove sticky oily residues. When using for the 

first time on plastics, be sure to test a small area to make sure it  

does not smear the plastic. Some soft plastics will smear when various 

cleaners are applied.

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS 

Shake prior to use. Spray intended area to be cleaned and wipe clean 

with cloth. For those areas that are extremely sticky or have a label  

to be removed spray and let set for a few minutes to allow sticky 

residues to dissolve. Wipe area clean with soft cloth or paper towel. 

  Cleans sticky labels and residue from wood, glass, metal, plastic and 

other hard surfaces
  Easy to spray can
  Orange-citrus smell
  No CFC's

PRODUCT FEATURES

Item number Designation Packaging Color Fill quantity Hazard label

SP20-0000 GOO AWAY ™ Spray can transparent 250 ml             extremely flammable
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GOO AWAY ™
The perfect cleaning agent


